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Abstract: The impact of Indian channels is very notable in Bangladesh. Satellite 

transmission has helped in penetrating of Indian culture in Bangladesh. After the 

entrance of Satellite Televisions (STV) more and more people are coming under the 

influence of Indian channels. People especially girls and women in our country 

imitate the life styles, fashions of Indian culture that they are watching. The main 

purpose of this study is to examine the impact of Indian channels in different fads of 

attire and fashion of Bangladesh. Especially this research seeks to find out the 

current influence of Indian culture on middle class women in Bangladesh. In 

conducting this research qualitative method has been adopted as research process 

because it is an elaborate description about the domination of Indian channels, 

culture in our country. The study employs semi-structured in-depth individual 

interview to collect information from middle class women as they are the main 

respondents in this research work. Findings of this study have manifested several 

changes in attire of middle class women. Attire of middle class women is picking up 

new trends by the influence of Indian culture in Bangladesh.  

Keywords: Indian Culture; Attire of Women in Bangladesh; Middle Class, Cultural 

Imperialism 

Introduction 

Free flow of information through newspapers, magazines, movies. Satellite channels, 

internet, you- tube, etc is simultaneously the cause and effect of globalization. People’s 

mind, choice, habit and even life –style have been changed and globalized through free 

flow of information. “Satellite Television is the powerful media to reach at the public 

audience regardless of age, sex, and income or education level across nations. Due to 

availability of low price television and cable network, middle class and lower class 

people’s viewership have been rapidly increased in Bangladesh. Hindi movies and serials 

are mostly popular among girls and women. They eagerly want to see the serials”.(Islam, 

2013:15). Although the state regulated Bangladesh Television was the dominant medium 

of entertainment for pro longed twenty-eight years (1964-1992), its monopoly ended with 

the penetration of STV in 1992. It was in fact the Bangladesh government which located 

the middle class viewers of Bangladesh in the global media environment in 1992 by 

becoming the client of the entertainment bazar (Wahid, 2007:73). Now a days there are 

more than 25 Bangladeshi Channels which are broadcasting programs in our country. 
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Though satellite based foreign television channels are multiple in number than that, out of 

which 90% are Indian channels. As Wahid (1999: 239) said, “Hindi films, music and 

dramas have become very popular in many countries of the LDCs (Less Developed 

Countries). As other developing countries, Bangladesh is also influenced by Indian 

Channels’ programs. “The free flow of the attractive and colorful Hindi Programs is 

playing a larger role in diverting middle classes’ attention from indigenous cultural values 

to cultural consumption”(Wahid, 2004: 244). Those Indian channels have started new 

fashions for men and women in the area of clothes, hair- styles, and manner of speech, 

greeting or ways of life style, outward behavior and overall culture. This study examines 

the role of Indian channels’ culture in changing the cultural domain of Bangladesh. 

Particularly, it aims to find out the changes in attire of middle class women who watch 

Indian films, serials, dramas etc through STV. 

Statement of the Problem 

In an age of all encompassing globalization no boundary is solid enough to guard a 

nation’s cultural sanctity, if there is any. In a middle-class-dominated mass society like 

ours this has reached to a crisis point. In this regard Horkheimer and Adorno (2002 

[1947]) claimed a long while back that in such (mass) a society alike other industries the 

production of culture too becomes dominated by the desire of profit. Following the 

Frankfurt School the leisure industry in Bangladesh also, dictated and dominated by the 

highly commercialized Indian satellite TV channels, is inducing various forms of values 

among its viewers. The spread of values by such leisure or culture industry undermines 

the capacity of individuals for critical and independent thought. Here thus local art gets 

deluged by commercialization and local culture gets replaced by popular global 

entertainment. Concocted Indian contents that are culturally alien leaving deep 

impression on our domestic sphere where woman folks constitute the single largest 

consumer group. The current research probes into that specific domestic territory of 

Bangladesh where very specific Bollywoodization is taking place in the realm of attire of 

the middle class women. The aim is to assess the role and nature of such manifested 

intrusions onto our local tradition and value system.  

Research Questions 

This research process is guided by the following question in order to serve the purpose of 

this study.  

 How does Indian channels’ culture influence values of middle class women in Bangladesh? 

 What is the impact of Indian STV culture on the changes of attire of middle class women?  
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Objectives’ of the study 

This paper has three following specific objectives- 

a)  To know the middle class women’s perception toward Indian channel.  

b)  To explore the impact of Indian channels’ culture on the changes of the attire of 

middle class women in Dhaka city.  

c)  To suggest some possible solutions to spread out traditional and local clothes and 

dress pattern among women in our country. 

Significance of the study 

“Culture is the representation of the country’s identity. Satellite television undermines the 

national identity and overrides the local traditions. For Bangladesh, the significant 

cultural shift arises due to the impact of satellite TV. Indian channels like Zee TV, MTV, 

Star Plus, Sony TV serials are influencing the cultural sphere of Bangladesh” (Islam, 

2013: 15) Indian culture creates a new phase of culture in Bangladesh. Such creating has 

been started from the end of 20th century, after coming STV. Several books and articles 

which are mainly focused on different aspects of culture have been published in 

Bangladesh .Even limited attempts have been taken to reveal this fact. Most of them are 

not specific on the changes of attire as an essential sector of culture. This research work is 

very significant to manifest not only the influence of Indian culture in changing the 

pattern of attire of middle class women but also to understand latter’s perceptions to 

Indian channels. 

Literature Review 

A good number of books and articles have been reviewed to find out the significance of 

this study. 

“Modernization is the process through which the less developed countries acquire the 

characteristics of the more developed countries” (Huda and Wahiduzzaman, 1999: 231). 

Daniel Lerner used the term modernization for the development of Less Developed 

Countries (LDCs). According to Lerner, “transitional societies go to modern societies. He 

believes, a transitional society is a society which has through the process of cultural 

diffusion from more advanced sectors of the world been exposed to modernity. For 

Lerner, the transitional society is the empathetic society” (Webster, 1990:51). 

Modernization is an outcome of cultural diffusion. 

Dependency thinkers disagree with modernist thinkers. They say that modernization is 

not a sign of development for everybody. The central idea of modernization is the 
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expansion of metropolitans’ culture across to the world or to their subordinate satellite 

countries via satellite. “It is a new form of colonialization which is created by cultural 

imperialism by such kind of dependency. There is a chain of dependency running down 

from the highly advanced centers of the world, a hierarchy of ‘metropolises’ with their 

subordinate ‘satellites’ ” (Webster, 1990: 85). 

“The dependency thinkers negate the thesis of cultural globalization by considering STV 

as an essential component of global capitalism. By regarding globalization as a procedure 

of cultural dominance and regulation, they adopt the term “cultural imperialism” to reveal 

the systematic penetration and domination of the cultural life of the West, which aims to 

rebuild the values, and identity of the oppressed people to conform to the interests of the 

imperial classes (Schiller, 1976; McPhail, 1989; Tomilson, 1991). Media from such 

theoretical perspective is used to create a state of dependence in the periphery and 

contributes in establishing the hegemonic authority of the developed countries by shaping 

the popular consciousness” (Wahid, 2007: 74). 

Gramsci’s idea of ‘Hegemony’ is also related with this research work. The ruling classes 

control not only the material aspects of society but also construct the cultural values and 

beliefs. By using mass media, ruling class creates the idea of ‘Hegemony’. Hegemony 

refers not only to domination but also to leadership. Ruling class always determine the 

ideas of subordinate classes by using mass media. Mass media actually represents the 

ideas of ruling class which helps to sustain the power of ruling class in society. The ideas 

of ruling class are, in every age, the ruling ideas, the class, which is the dominant material 

force in society, is at the same time its dominant intellectuals force (Marx, 1845 quoted 

from Sen and Nath, 2004: 144). 

Method 

“Qualitative research concentrates on the study of social life in natural settings” (Punch, 

1998: 199).The title of this research work is not only related with cultural matter of social 

life but also descriptive in nature hence it is conducted in qualitative approach.“ 

Qualitative research’s richness and complexity mean that there are different ways of 

looking at and analyzing social life and therefore multiple perspectives and practices in 

the analysis of qualitative data” (Punch, 1998: 199).To unveil the perception of women 

about Indian Channel’s programs, semi-structured in-depth individual interview of thirty 

respondents who were female has been used for data collection. “In semi-structured in-

depth individual interview all questions are not preplanned or standardized. Though there 

are some general questions to get the interview and to keep it moving. Specific questions 

will then emerge as the interview unfolds and the wording of those questions will depend 

upon directions the interview takes (Punch, 1998: 176). To measure the differences of the 
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respondents’ opinions regarding their age and educational status, purposive sampling has 

been used to gather data. “Purposive sampling is an acceptable kind of sampling for 

special situations. It uses the Judgment of an expert in selecting cases or it sleets cases 

with a specific purpose in mind (Neuman, 1999: 206).”Among thirty respondents, ten 

were students of undergraduate level, ten were teachers of colleges and university and 

other ten were employees of Dhaka University.  

Results 

There have been found several out-comes from this research work which are stated 

below- 

Indian STV programs are playing vital role in capturing the fashion market of 

Bangladesh. They also affect our traditional norms and values. 

Indian STVs’ programs and movies are gradually eating up our local entertainment 

market. Those programs and movies are very popular in our country. Our film industry is 

almost destroying because of the easy access of those programs.  

Indian culture creates a new phase of cultural dependency in Bangladesh. Women in 

Bangladesh accept Indian Culture in a modified way based on their own traditional and 

religious values. 

Findings  

This research work specifically deals with the effects of the so-called Indian styled 

dress practices on Bangladeshi middle class women’s traditional attire. The data 

gathered for this work indicates that practices of an alien nature, in the guise of the 

Indian culture, is posing a threat towards local cultural practices by fast overriding its 

age-old concepts of local attire.  

Shari is the very age-old local attire of choice that this particular research has singled 

out for the purpose of this study. It is an extremely popular and versatile dress which 

is worn by ladies throughout the Subcontinent in many different ways irrespective of 

their creed and class standings. Bengali way of wearing it is markedly different than 

the way it is worn by a Tamil or Oriya woman. Hence, it is a cultural icon and 

powerful identity marker. 

All the respondents unanimously mention of shari as the dress of Bengali woman yet 

none treats it as a casual garment suitable for everyday use. They highly regard it as the 

attire of choice suitable for all formal purposes. Their preferred garments however are 

mainly Western ones like skirt, shirt, trouser, maxi, etcetera and this preference is based 

on the level of maintenance input those garments require and the comfort they provide. 
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Besides, they mention of not being that accustomed to wearing shari in informal and 

everyday settings. The few who wears it on a regular basis mention only of wearing it in 

official settings.  

A changed attitude towards the choice of dress has been registered among the younger 

respondents. Women between the age of 18 and 25 now wear shari occasionally as the 

practice is fast fading away in rapidly urbanized Bangladesh. This change from shari to 

saloar kamij to other Western dresses started to take place in the 1980s. The change 

was largely due to the influence that the then younger people were experiencing 

through their contact with popular Bengali movies. Such changes or shifts in fashion 

taste and choice both started to intensify and diversify further by their encounter with 

foreign cultures via the introduction of satellite television channels in urban Bangladesh 

in the 1990s. The conventional wisdom is that - one’s educational background, social 

status, and position play a significant role in her or his choice of television program. 

Findings from this research further corroborate that the choice of television program is 

closely linked with the changes of respondents’ profession, level of education, and 

social position.  

Indian soaps are extremely popular among the female population of Bangladesh. 

Interestingly however, respondents of this research are highly critical of their content 

and conscious of their hidden political agenda of channeling cultural dominance in 

the name of popular entertainment. Most of these respondents thus confirm that they 

seldom watch Indian channels and aware of the fact that the wider population has 

little awareness about the long term negative affect those cultural instruments will 

have on the Bangladeshi society and culture. Here once again this research 

demonstrates the role that one’s class position plays on one’s consciousness and on 

one’s pattern of cultural consumption.  

The findings also demonstrate that the larger than life Indian Divas and their style have a 

deep influence on the majority of young Bangladeshi women. However, in the 

predominantly Muslim Bangladesh claver concoction of dominant local religio-cultural 

symbols and the Indian Channels’ style trends make the final product look less foreign.  

Finally, the respondents have raised the quality and price issues and confirm that the 

Indian dresses are relatively better and cheaper than the local ones. People from lower 

economic strata thus feel compelled to buy and wear Indian garments. The research here 

points out that, in the wider economic arena local woman’s wear producers are products 

are systematically losing the battle to the demand for Indian products. However, it has 

also registered a revival of local brands and fashion amongst educated and conscious 

middle class Bangladeshis as a response to Indian cultural domination.  
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Conclusion  

This work has examined the role of Indian Culture in changing attires of middle class 

women in Bangladesh. Pattern of attire of someone is a part of culture. Cultural change is 

a normal and natural human impulse. Culture of Bangladesh is changing because of the 

penetration of Indian culture. As a proponent of free market economy Indian STV’s are 

acting as active agents for Indian business interests and shaping the consumer landscape 

of Bangladeshi market. With it religion also plays a vital role in selecting dresses. As 

most of the people in Bangladesh are Muslims, middle class women are also highly 

influenced by the Islamic norms and practices. Women in Bangladesh accept Indian 

Culture in a modified way based on their own traditional and religious values. 
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